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man's personality, and at death it lives near the grave or goes into the snake or totem of the clan, but the itongo is of the clan, and haunts the living-hut; at death it returns to the tribal amatongo (ancestral spirits). A man's share in this clan-spirit {itongo) is lost when he becomes a Christian or when he is in any way unfaithful to the interests of the clan, but a man never loses his idhlozi any more than he ever loses his individuality." This distinction has not been understood by Europeans, and even the natives themselves now confuse the two terms, but the author feels confident from a large number of inquiries as to the specific ways in which the terms could be properly used that the distinction was formerly clear. The psychologists have of course found the distinction a convenient one for purposes of analysis, but that the Kafirs should have found a distinct name for each of these terms is certainly an unexpected pleasure. The book contains much further interesting material concerning the dawn of self-consciousness, the rites connected with infancy, the developing ideas, and particularly the plays and games. Dr. Westermarck holds that primitive peoples not only make a distinction between natural and supernatural powers, but also between supernatural will-power and supernatural energy. It is this latter, the supernatural mechanical power, which is applied in magic and taboo. In two particular respects does he think that this magic has influenced social relationships: in the increase of the authority of the parent and in the consideration shown to strangers. The curses and blessings of a parent are regarded as peculiarly efficacious. Since they frequently have no dependence on desert, they are regarded by Westermarck as meaning, not a good or evil conferred by a superior will, but an energy transferred in some way to the person concerned. Through physical contact with a person's body, clothes or food, a stranger acquired the power of thus blessing or cursing him. This, thinks Westermarck, explains why a stranger was protected as soon as he became a ' guest' and why the breaking of the right of ' guestfriendship' was supposed to incur such terrible and mysterious penalties.
J. H. T.
As one would expect from the author the article contains conclusions drawn from an abundance of material. One is tempted to wonder, however, to just what extent primitive men were accustomed to analyze their experiences into natural and supernatural, and then still further differentiate them into supernatural will-power and supernatural mechanical energy. Even a highly civilized mind is seldom so analytical, except under the stress of some scientific problem.
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Aus Kultur und Leben. Gesatnmelte JSssays. JOSEF KOHLER.
Berlin, 1904. Among the essays in this volume of interest to the social psychologist are those upon the nature and purpose of universal history, group marriage, the matriarchate, and the origin of the religious consciousness. The generally similar character of superstitions and folk lore and customs everywhere is illustrated by instances taken chiefly from Baden and the German colonies in Africa -e. g., the artifices of witchcraft, ordeals to reveal the divine judgment, burning of candles about a corpse to illuminate the spirit's journey to the other world, precautions to prevent the return of dead spirits at times of death, birth, and marriage, etc. Such similarities indicate that there is no fundamental difference between the present cultured and natural races, and argues for the future rise of civilization among the latter. In his review of my paper on vision during dizziness, Dr. Dunlap states that " The most remarkable of the results of these experiments is that in all of them the visual field moved in the direction of the rotation during rotation and in the opposite direction after rotation. The ordinary experience (as described by Delage in the passage quoted by Holt), is that during rotation the apparent movement of the field is in the direction opposite to that of the rotation and after rotation ceases the field apparently moves in the direction in which the rotation was" (PSYCH. BULL., IV., 313). Dr. Dunlap has misunderstood my paper in several points: I did not report any such remarkable result as that ' the visual field moved in tfoe direction of rotation during rotation,' nor did Delage state in the .passage quoted by me, that ' after rotation ceases the field apparently moves
